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Welcome word
From our Chief Operating Officer, Simon Giles

For many people 
across the country 
‘cleaning’ and having 
a clean, safe and hy-
gienic place to work 
is something that just 
happens – but as we 
all know there is far 

more to it than that. To get to that end 
result, needs not only the dedication 
and hard work of the cleaner(s) on a site 
itself, but also having the right support, 
equipment and products to do the job.

As you will know as a business, our primary 
focus is on our people through the develop-
ment of our People Strategy, however, we 
are also in the background spending a lot 
of time on the other areas. This is important 
not only to help grow the business and give 
the best service we can to our customers, 
but to also ensure that we are continually 
working on improving our ISO framework – 
a key external measure / ‘badge’ of the qual-
ity our standards and processes that can be 
relied upon. We currently have three - ISO 
9001 (Quality), ISO 14001 (environmental) 
and OHSAS Health & Safety.

Whilst the overall programme is managed 
by Steve Rex, our Compliance Manager, 
we all have a part to play. So on key areas 
each of our Sector Directors is adding their 
knowledge and experience.

Equipment is being championed by Ray 
Robertson, our Northern Operational Direc-
tor, who is ensuring that we have the best 
current equipment but is also looking to see 
that we are bringing in the best innovations 

that we can. Some aren’t always right for us, 
for example, we trialed a ROBO automat-
ic floor cleaner, but decided that it wasn’t 
right for our shopping centres.  

What cleaning products we use, and how 
we can ensure that these are as environ-
mentally friendly as possible is being looked 
after by Mark Ferguson, our Operational Di-
rector for Manufacturing, Food and Trans-
port. This is a key area, as balancing off the 
use of chemicals with keeping a low impact 
on the environment is not necessarily easy, 
especially as there can be a price difference 
for our customers. What we will be doing in 
2018 is issuing out a regular newsletter to 
our customers on cleaning product inno-
vations, but also having all tenders for new 
work containing a green pricing option, so 
that our customers can take assurance that 
there is a green option available to them.

Lastly, our Southern Operational Director 
team of Chris Finch and Pam Byrne, are 
assisting Steve and Tracey Hammond, our 
Group H&S Manager, with forming a squad 
to focus on H&S, with sites representatives 
having been identified within each sector 
to be H&S Champions. This could of course 
be you! -  So, watch out for more details in 
the near future of this, and how you can get 
involved.

As you can see we have lots of projects on 
the go, all of which I am sure will help to 
continually push our already great stand-
ards forward even further and help us give 
the best service that we can – something 
we can all be proud of and get behind.
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New Opportunities

Our Sales Team has been incredibly 
busy during the spring, not only 
in terms of bringing on board new 
members, but also winning new sites.

I’m delighted to say that Pamela Hamilton 
joined the team as Commercial Manager, 
supporting our Manufacturing, Food 
& Transport division in late March. She 
is already hard at work on some major 
retenders and potential new business, 
so watch this space.

The existing team have had a great 
start to the year, winning a range of 
new sites. This includes sites as diverse 
as continuing to expand our in-depth 
relationship with JCB and looking after 
their new Golf Academy, through to the 
leisure and retail complex, Xscape in 
Castleford for Savills.

Hot off the press - I’m thrilled to be able 
to report that we have won a joint bid 
with our Security colleagues to take 
over both the cleaning and security at 
the Mercury Mall in Romford. We are 
well underway with the mobilisation at 
what is a truly ground breaking centre. 
We are aiming to do a feature on this 
site in a coming newsletter, as they are 
just putting in a flooring where visitors 
walking over it, help power the centre!  
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Naomi Austen, HR Director

A word from

Happy spring time every-
one. It is extremely hard 
to believe that we are 
already four months 
into 2018, so I thought 
it would be the perfect 
time to give you a bit of a 
who’s who in the HR func-
tion and tell you what we 
do!

In our Group HR Team there are 4 HR Managers, 1 HR Administrator, 1 
Recruitment Administrator, 2 Vetting Administrators and 3 members 
of the Learning & Development Team.  Today I shall be focussing on 
the HR team.

Michael Antill 
Michael is the HR Manager for the Manufacturing, Food and Transport 
Sector. Michael works alongside Mark Ferguson and his team.

Amy Hewer
Amy is the HR manager for the South Sector and works alongside 
Chris Finch, Pam Byrne and their teams.

Soaham Varkapshreeam
Soaham is the HR Manager for the Northern Sector and works along-
side Ray Robertson and his team.

Julie Blackmore
Julie is the HR Project Manager and works with the entire team (HR 
and Operations) to assist in the development and implementation of 
new projects.

Majedah Ramjan
Majedah is one of the team members you may know well, she is our 
‘oracle’ and is the central point of our HR function.  Majedah is our HR 
Administrator and is responsible for a whole host of administrative 
tasks as well as the TUPE processes in and out of Axis Cleaning.

The entire team is based in our London office, however, all of our roles 
are nationwide and we do like to come out to site and visit you.  As 
part of our ongoing focus on people, it is integral that we meet you, 
get to hear about the great things you are doing, and assist you in any 
way we can.  Furthermore, the HR function are there to ensure that 
policies and processes are followed, both fairly and correctly.

The Axis Hub
I talk about this with every edition of our newsletter, but I cannot 
stress how important it is that you register with the Axis Hub. Follow 
the instructions (right) and start accessing up to the minute Axis com-
munications, shopping discounts, 40% off of your cinema tickets (this 
has recently changed provider and looks fantastic!).

You can also access a wealth of information on Health and Wellbeing 
– once registered, be sure to download the app, as you shall then 
receive notifications on recently added items to the Hub/discounts 
and relevant information.

I am also looking for a number of volunteers to become Axis Hub 
champions – interested?  Then please let me know at: 
peoplestrategy@axis-groupservices.com.

People Strategy Update

The entire business is working hard on the Group’s strategy, as well as 
its People Strategy.

We have done some great work with our partner Neyber (under our 
‘’Health and Wellbeing’ jigsaw piece). 53% of our workforce has vis-
ited their website for information and guidance!  
Neyber has lent £347,000 to our employees since we launched in 2016. 
I get to hear from people who take out the fairer finance from Neyber 
and they are always very complimentary about how their inquiry is 
handled. It makes such a difference to them being in control of their 
finances!  Not everybody will qualify for this, but if you are interested, 
then please visit the Axis Hub and click on the ‘Fairer Finance’ tab, or 
log onto www.neyber.co.uk/axisgroup for more information. 
If you are registered on the Axis Hub, you can access the webinars 
which are hosted by Neyber, just register clicking the link and you can 
listen to it at a time convenient to you.

Employee Administration – In 2016, the government decided that 
childcare vouchers would cease in April 2017; the great news for par-
ents is that the the Childcare voucher scheme got extended until 
October 2018. So, if you have children and want to save 5% a year on 
childcare costs, log onto the Axis Hub for more information.

Reward Management - Recruit A Friend payments have recently 
increased to £400.00 for each new person you put forward, who is 
successful recruited.  Please see further information in this newsletter.

Finally, I am delighted to launch the Extra Mile Awards – this is an 
event which will take place in both London and the Regions, twice  a 
year.  Managers, Colleagues and Clients can nominate our employees 
who have demonstrated extra mile behaviours.  We will then review 
the nominations and pick the winners, who will have lunch with the 
Group Board of Directors.  Please start getting those entries in!

Thank you.



Marzena commenced employment 
with Axis Group Services in July 2016, 
as a Business Analyst after completing 
her degree at Queen Mary University 
London. 

Since then, she has been involved 
with systems management, project 
management and analysis across the 
business. 

Her first project was the creation of  a 
new ticketing system for the Business 
Support team, called SpiceWorks, 
which is currently is now in use by the 
Administration team.

In 2017, her involvement with The Axis 
Cleaning & Support Services business 
has increased due to a new Time and 
Attendance system being created. As 
an ongoing project, she supports the 
Managers in all sectors with usage of it as 
well as provides training. She is currently 
based in the Head Office on City Road, 
and works side by side with Nimesh Amin, 
who is also her manager.

On top of managing various systems, 
Marzena also creates performance 
reports for Sector Managers and Monthly 
dashboards for sites such as RAF Cosford 
or New Square Shopping Centre. These 
can be used for meetings with customers 
and include performance results, as well 
as budget information.

Marzena works with the following 
systems:

- Geopal

- Timegate

- KPI Portal

- Tracktik (for Axis Security)

- Smartsheet

- FastField

Marzena’s main responsibility is to ensure 
that both KPI and T&A systems are up 
to date and used easily by the Cleaning 
team. This involves addition of new sites 
and terminating others on the QMR, 
creating custom questionnaires and 
schedule changes in Timegate.

Aside from supporting the Axis Cleaning 
team, she provides help for Axis Security 
and The Axis Academy, to ensure they are 
all meeting their business objectives.

A normal day in Marzena’s life in the office 
consists of providing support for the Time 
and Attendance system, creating monthly 
reports and replying to various queries 
from both internal and site based staff. 
This is always accompanied by a good 
cup of coffee, which is a long-standing 
habit of hers from her previous job as the 
Café Deputy Manager.

In her free time, you can spot her in 
galleries, museums or at concerts. She 
also enjoys learning languages, cooking 
and is currently planning for a trip to 
Korea, which has been her interest since  
she was 12 years old. Having moved to 
the UK on her own 6 years ago, she also 
ensures she visits her family based in 
Poland, at least twice a year.

Marzena Chmielewska 
Business Analyst

Day in the Life of...
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Mick Burke retired on the 8th 
February, after working as a Clean-
ing Supervisor for Chelmsley Wood 
Shopping Centre for 13 Years. 
We would like to wish him well in 
his retirement. Mike was awarded a 
Long service award (Engraved Glass 
Tankered).

Mike Burke’s retirement
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Following on from the Winter Newsletter 
I’m happy to report that we successfully 
passed our Achilles (RISQS) and UVDB 
audits and in addition, we successfully 
retained our ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
OHSAS 18001 accreditations.  I would like 
to take the opportunity to thank everyone 
who has been involved for their help and 
support when being interviewed and also 
hosting the auditors during their site visits.

Other QSHE news is that you should by 
now have been made aware that our 
Quality, Environmental and Health & Safety 
policy statements have been updated and 
these should now be readily available to 
view on your contracts.  If you still need 
to obtain a copy of the policy statements, 
then they are available to download from 
the Axis Hub.

Compliance 

by Steve Rex

One of our cleaning contracts is with JCB 
and we work on 17 of their sites across 
Staffordshire, Derbyshire and Wales where 
all of the JCB plant is produced. 

With the production comes a lot of clearing up 
to do. One of the tasks we carry out includes 
recycling of shot blast from, millions of tiny 
ball bearings, inside subsurface pits which 
- as the name suggests – means working in 
confined spaces. Our teams climb down into 
the pits via a ladder and, once down there, 
they have restricted space to move about 
often having to carry out the task on their 
hands and knees. The purpose is to collect up 
the shot which has fallen into the pits after it 
has blasted the metal framework of the newly 
cast plant components. They recycle the 
shot by scooping it into a hopper for re-use 
keeping costs down whilst helping to reduce 
the environmental impact.

On a previous site visit to JCB I had been down 
the pits and navigated around them in order to 
get a better understanding of what the teams 
do. I was aware of the legislation involved, 
but had not experienced this type of work 
activity first hand so, in order to gain further 
experience, I attended the next available 
course.

The day long course was split into two parts; 
the morning was classroom based learning 
about the legislative input, covering the 
hazards of access and egress and working in 
a confined space. We were shown how to use 
gas monitors and also provided with harnesses 
for the practical side of the course.

Following lunch there was an exam to 
check that we had all grasped the morning’s 

knowledge. It was then time to move outside, 
wearing our harnesses, to have a look and take 
part in the practical exercise. This was a lorry 
which had been adapted internally to replicate 
a series of tunnels, with bends, and dead ends 
which were accessed through a hole on top of 
the vehicle.  We climbed the stairs to the roof 
and peered down through the hole – complete 
darkness! 

We were then split into two teams, and had to 
descend the ladder individually, carrying our 
oxygen masks, into the black hole. We were 
connected to a fall arrest winch as we went 
down the ladder for safety purposes, in the 
event of a slip/fall this would slow our descent 
and help prevent injury. Once down in the 
tunnel area, we had to unclip ourselves from 
the winch and send it back up for the next 
person. Once all five of the team were down 
in the tunnel (it was a tight fit) we had to crawl 
along in a line, finding our way ‘Crystal Maze’ 
style to a padlock which we had to unlock, 
then return back to the top with the padlock. 

We knew that we were safe, as we were being 
watched on CCTV all the time. What we weren’t 
prepared for was a shout of ‘Gas! Gas! Gas!’ by 
one of the trainers and we immediately had to 
stop crawling and put on our oxygen masks. 
This was the worst part for me, as I’d never 
worn a full mask before and it was difficult to 
get in on correctly in the limited space. We then 
found our way back to the ladder and climbed 
up to daylight assisted again by the fall arrest 
winch. I learned a lot in the classroom and felt 
like I’d achieved a great deal. The rest of the 
team all passed and the feedback from them 
was it was an excellent course and of great 
benefit to the contract. 

Health and Safety
by Tracey Hammond

M A K I N G  W A V E S  I N  C L E A N I N G
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Betty’s story

Darren and Leann with their daughter, after the 
operation

In 2016 Darren and Leann gave birth 
to a little girl who they named Betty. 
Everything seemed to be ok, but 
as time went on, they noticed her 
facial features where changing, but 
were reasurred by the doctor that 
everything was fine.

A few months later they went to the 
health visitor, who noticed there is a problem. After being ex-
amined by the GP, he reported that the condition would finally 
correct itself as she got older, and he could see no issues. As Betty 
began to grow and got a little older, the parents noticed the point 
on her forehead had become more prominent, and her eyes even 
more sunken.

One weekend, Betty became ill with a viral infection, and upon 
a visit to the local walk-in centre, was referred to the Alder Hey 
Children’s Hospital. Whilst at the hospital waiting, a young doctor 
walked by and noticed that Betty had what she thought to be a 
very rare condition. While Betty was being examined, the doctor 
told them a story of her mother being the consultant in the cran-
iofacial department of the hospital, and asked if the family could 
attend an appointment. It was then when Betty was diagnosed 
with Trigonocephaly, a congenital condition of premature fusion 
of the metopic suture, leading to a triangular shaped forehead. 
The merging of the two frontal bones leads to transverse growth 
restriction and parallel growth expansion. This means the skull is 
fused together, and therefore not allowing for the brain to grow.

This meant the family had to go every few months for examina-
tions, 3D skull pictures and MRI scans. They had to attend numer-
ous appointments at Alder Hey Children’s Hospital so the doc-
tors/consultants could keep track of the condition and the shape 
of her forehead and skull. 
Betty had a major surgery on the February 19th 2018, brought 
forward from April as an emergency. This was due to the fact that 
Betty’s brain was pushing on her skull, causing nose bleeds and 
pressure. 

On the morning of Sunday 18th February they had to take their 
precious little girl into hospital, where they carried out several 
tests and prepared her for the Monday; Betty had to have 2 mi-
crobial baths due to the nature of the intrusive surgery.
The operation involved removal of  the skin covering her face, re-
moving part of the front skull and rebuilding the forehead. She 
spent a total of 11 hours in theatre. Betty was then transferred 
the ICU Ward where she stayed for a couple of days, so she could 
be closely monitored.

Betty’s recovery was remarkable and and she experienced no dis-
comfort apart from not being able to open her eyes for a full 4 
days. On the Friday, Darren and Leann where told they could take 
their little girl home, which was impossible to believe, consider-
ing they had been told she could be in for around 17 days after 
the operation. The family could not fault the dedication, support 
and care that Betty received whilst in hospital.

David Simms went to visit Darren and his family to take flowers 
and a cuddly teddy, a small gesture from Axis, and he was totally 
amazed to see Betty after 10 days, running around causing 
trouble as little ones do.

‘‘Firstly, I can’t believe the support and kindness shown by 
yourselves at Axis towards myself and my family, regarding my 
daughter’s operation.
I am speechless as 
David Simms (my 
gaffa) has just called 
to see 
my family, bringing 
with him flowers for 
my partner, and a 
Teddy 
bear for my baby 
daughter Betty.
My partner and I just 
can’t believe it. I have 
never had any sort 
of support like this 
before and I can’t 
show you how much 
we really appreciate 
it. It has been a really hard few months leading up to today. 
My partner and I have had numerous hospital visits, and test 
appointments over my daughter Betty and her needing major 
surgery on her skull to fix a very rare condition. My baby 
daughter Betty has now had her operation and is on the road 
to a text book recovery. It’s been 2 weeks now since she had 
an 11hour operation and it’s been hard but she is doing really 
well and recovering amazingly. 
THANK YOU ALL SO MUCH.’’

Darren Whittingham, Project Manager at Axis Cleaning and 
Support Services 
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This piece is a good bit longer than the other two and soon you will 
see why.
Newbattle Abbey College is not one of our usual sites and neither is 
the Officer who protects it. 
What is unusual about Derreck Cairns who works there?  It’s the fact 
that he has been working there since he was 17!  Yes that’s right he 
has worked at the Abbey as a Security Officer for 35 years, since his 
17th birthday in 1983.  Not all of this with Axis Security though.
Derreck also used to live on the Estate as his father Derrek Senior was 
employed as a Groundsman and the family lived in a house down by 
the river.

As you can imagine after 35 years Derreck is very much a part of the 
furniture at the Abbey and its numerous priceless paintings that he 
protects.  When Graeme Femister our Regional Manager for Scotland 
visited to gather the information for this article he found Derreck 
in the thick of it at a children’s disco being held at the Abbey with 

the kids trying to drag him up to 
dance. 
This music wasn’t to Derreck’s 
taste though as he is an avid Elvis 
Presley fan.  I am sure you would 
all like to join us in congratulating 
Derreck on such a huge achieve-
ment and wish him many more 
years of happy service with Axis 
and the Abbey.

Interesting Newbattle Abbey Facts
-  The Abbey is believed to be somewhere between 800 and 900 years 
   old.
-  The Declaration of Arbroath was signed in 1320 declaring Scottish 
    Independence from England at the Abbey, a declaration that then   
    led to many years of war between Scotland and England.
-  The Abbey started a college in 1939 but five weeks later and after  
    the start of The Second World War the Army seconded the site and 
    it became a Barracks.  The add-on buildings are still in use now as an 
    Industrial Estate at the side of the Abbey.
-  As well as being used as a College the Abbey is also used as a 
    Wedding Venue in the summer months.

Newbattle Abbey College site

100% Certificates for Site 
Audits

Adam Masters HSBC Whiteley
Horace Hilliar JLL The Bridge 
                                      Shopping Centre
Shane Pritchard  Net-A-Porter Charlton
Kevin Etten Net-A-Porter Charlton
Jacob Kamara  Net-A-Porter Charlton
Adedapo Adepoju Net-A-Porter Charlton
Sharon Bragg Net-A-Porter Charlton

Overview

This is the final group of sites that have achieved 100% at audit in our year, which 
ended on 31st March. Well done everyone.

In total, we audited 312 of 370 sites that could have had an audit. That is 84% and we 
have a target to visit more than 80%.

Of those sites visited for audit:
50 achieved 100%
67 achieved 97%
66 achieved 94%.

Put together, that means that of those sites audited, 59% scored 94% or more, and that is 
great news so well done everyone! 
At our Operations Meetings, we always discuss aiming to have no more than two 
non-conformances at each audit and that represents 94%. Perhaps with a bit more infor-
mation and planning, we can convert the “almosts” to be perfect?
We had 5 sites that failed to reach 80%, but none lower than 60%. Perhaps in this current 
audit year, we can look to make that “zero”.

Special praise for Midlands Region, as they managed 17 perfect audits out of 34 
completed, and to JLL South West & Wales with 12 out of 31.
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Recruiting a Friend Scheme 

How much do I get?

Did you know?

• There is no limit of people you can recruit into the 
       business.
• You can refer people for various tier levels and sectors within   
       the Group.
       If you have any questions, please contact 
       recruitment@axis-groupservices.co.uk.

Tier Role recruited into Axis
Group

Reward after 
6 month 

successful 
probation

Reward after 
12 months 
successful 

service

Total

1
Any site based Security/
Cleaning/Acuity member 
of staff 

£200 £200 £400

2
Non-site based 
management positions 
under £30k salary

£250 £250 £500

3
Non-site based 
management positions 
earning over £30k salary

£500 £500 £1,000

      I have been with Axis for 3 years. They are a great organisa-
tion to work for and I feel very valued for my services I deliv-
er. The Axis Security management team are very supportive, 
helpful and very professional people. I manage a team of Axis 
Security Officers on site, and I make sure the day to day site 
runnings/duties are carried out to the highest standards.’’

Jasbinder Singh Dulla, Axis Security

      I have started with Axis Cleaning in 2011 as a Cleaning Operative and progressed to Sector Manager. I 
thoroughly enjoy working for Axis, as you are treated as part of a team and I feel valued as a key member 
of the team. Axis has made many positive with great benefits included over the last few years.’’

Mel McGee, Axis Cleaning and Support Services

Refer friend to vacancies at Axis 

and, once they get a job

Within one month of your friend 

starting work,

complete a Rec a Friend form

Send the form to 

Recruitment @axis-groupservices.

co.uk for authorisation and 

payment

How do I claim? 
Is as easy as 1,2,3

At 12 months in work, 

complete the 2nd half of the form

Send the form to 

Recruitment @

axis-groupservices.co.uk for 

authorisation and payment
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Want access to shopping discounts, travel savings and want to get up to date information on Axis at the touch of an app?

Then you need to log onto the Axis Hub.  The Axis Hub is an employee online plat-
form and App, part of the ‘Axis People Strategy’ framework, which we envisage will 
inspire continued success in all parts of our business.

The Axis Hub includes: 
- Your Benefits
- Learning & Development 
- Company documents,
- News and Updates 
- Discounts and Offers
- Advice on Health & Financial Wellbeing
- Intranet
- Employee of the month and other initiatives.

Axis has always focused on sustainable efforts and it has always been our aim as a 
business to reduce the amount of paper based processes we rely on. The Axis Hub is 
very beneficial to achieve this objective.

You can join 1,150 of your colleagues who are already benefiting from savings on every day and luxury items, including holi-
days, in the short space of time that it has been running, they have spent over £9,000 and saved over £1,200.
You can access the hub by a web link, but you can also download it on your tablet and phone (apple and android).  Unfortunately, the 
system is unable to download an app to a windows phone, but don’t worry, you can still access the savings by using the weblink.
If for some reason you have any problems logging in, then you can use the contact details below to resolve the queries.

Tel: 0333 400 0844
Email: crm@personalgroup.com

The Axis Hub

Please be reminded to nominate by the 15th of April!

Please send through any stories for the newsletter to:
alina.cartas@axis-groupservices.co.uk.


